Do I Have The Right Forms For My Application?
We are required to update our application forms from time to time to implement new
regulations and requirements. When substantial changes are made in our applications, all
applicants must use the same forms and instructions (referred to as an application package) to
ensure a fair review.

How can I tell old application packages from new ones?
Each application package we post in Grants.gov has a “Competition ID”. We use this field to identify the version
of forms and instructions included in the application package. Application form packages are designated
alphabetically to indicate the most recent version (e.g., FORMS-F, FORMS-G). The Competition Title, which
oftenaccompanies the Competition ID, provides additional guidance to help you choose the appropriate
application package (e.g., Use for due dates on or after January 25, 2022).
We’ll alert you to upcoming form changes through notices in our NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts and other
channels noting the appropriate Competition IDs and timelines for their use.
Examples: NIH and AHRQ applications submitted to due dates on or after January 25, 2022 must use
applicationpackages with a Competition ID of FORMS-G.
Most of the time, FOAs have a single application package – just the one you need. During a transition to updated
forms and instructions, there may be multiple application packages listed for a single FOA.
When more than one application package is available, you should typically choose the most recent one.
However, exceptions do exist. For example, if you are applying late or under our continuous submission policy
and the older version was used for the intended due date, then you may need to select the earlier application
package.

Which form instructions should I use?
The alphabetical indicator in the Competition ID of your forms must match the alphabetical indicator provided
for the application form Instructions. If you’re using forms with a Competition ID of FORMS-F, then you will use
Version F of the application form instructions.
Any Competition ID that includes “FORMS-G” (e.g., FORMS-G-REVISED, FORMS-G1, FORMS-GADMINSUPP-RESEARCH) would use Version G of the instructions.

Where will I see the Competition ID when preparing my application?
The Competition ID is visible in different places depending on your submission method:
•
•
•

ASSIST
Grants.gov Workspace
System-to-system Solutions
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ASSIST Application Initiation
You can select the application package when initiating if more than one is available.

ASSIST – Work In Progress Applications
After initiation, you will find the Competition ID in the FOA Information found on your Application Summary tab.
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Grants.gov Create Workspace
You can select the application package when creating a Workspace, if more than one is available.

Grants.gov Workspace – Work In Progress Applications
After creating the Workspace, you’ll find the Competition ID in the Package Details on the Workspace Details
tab.

Most system-to-system solutions for application preparation and submission allow users to see the Competition
ID and Competition Title. However, the details for where to find that information vary by solution. Contact your
administrative office or solution provider for guidance.
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Where will I see the Competition ID in my submitted application image?
The Competition ID is not visible in the application image we assemble after you submit since it is not actually
part of the forms or data.
However, once your application moves forward to NIH staff for further processing (after the two-day viewing
window), we automatically generate an application summary page and prepend it to your application image.
The Competition ID is available on that summary page.
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